




DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
UNITED STATES SPACE FORCE  

 HEADQUARTERS SPACE OPERATIONS COMMAND 
 

 

Semper Supra 

 
     20 July 22 

 
MEMORANDUM FOR  AFMC/A1DC 
 
FROM:  SpOC/CC 
             
              
 
SUBJECT:  Selection for Senior Leader Enlisted Commissioning Program  Officer 
Training School (SLECP-O) 
 
1.  I am proud to announce our selection for USAF SLECP-O:   
 
a.  TSgt Christopher Williams, 21st Comptroller Squadron, Peterson Space Force Base, 
is our SpOC number 1 nomination.  
  
2. TSgt Williams has demonstrated exemplary performance, commitment to 
excellence, and would make an outstanding Officer in our United States Air Force. 
 
3.  If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact    

 
 
 
 
 

       
Lieutenant General, USSF 

      Commander 
         

 



OTS 2022Senior Leader Enlisted Commissioning Program (SLECP)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (When filled in)

NOMINATION FOR AWARD
AWARD CATEGORY (If Applicable)

RANK/NAME OF NOMINEE (First, Middle Initial, Last)

DAFSC/DUTY TITLE

UNIT/OFFICE SYMBOL/STREET ADDRESS/BASE/STATE/ZIP CODE

NOMINEE'S TELEPHONE  (DSN & Commercial)

RANK/NAME OF UNIT COMMANDER (First, Middle Initial, Last)/COMMANDER'S TELEPHONE (DSN & Commercial)

SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Use single-spaced, bullet format)

AF FORM 1206, 20170802

AWARD PERIOD

MAJCOM, FOA, OR DRU

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE

CAREER ACCOMPLISHMENTS (10 bullets not including headers):   
- Drove 449 AEG GPC prgm; mng'd 7 accts f/3 OL/$300K f/COCOM ISR ops--awd'd OUSD/FM Contingency Mbr OTY 
- Led 139 mbrs ISO 17K sq mi AOR; dir'd MFH f/1.4K/DoD Warrior Games/130 events--awd'd MAJCOM HG Mbr OTY 
- Directed 2 sections; earn'd #1 in AF f/5 metrics/pub'd 4 best practices AF-wide--tm won 21 gp/6 Wg/10 USSF/FM awds
- Revitalized HG pgm; est'd qtrly boards/Wg recognition ceremony/drafted 62 AFAMs--ldrshp inspired AF LeMay awd
- Upgraded spt t/927 ARW; coord'd w/2 orgs/$22K ITE buy--pwr'd combat air refueling f/912 mbrs...4x Gp AoQ/Gp AoY
- Key t/HUREVAC efforts; dir'd 50 briefs f/4K TFA/audited 2.1K trvl vchrs/pd $2.3M--garn'd MAJCOM Spec Acts Awd 
- Powered SpOC's lrgst bdgt flt; NCOIC f/28-mbr tm ISO 8 Deltas/112 tenants/2 CCMDs--won Gp & SpOC/S8 NCOQ 
- Drove SecAF pri/USSF standup; led 6-mbr tm/migrated 720 leave accts/est'd 3 orgs--key t/SAF/FM Fin Ops Flt OTY 
- Piloted $376M FY23 Ex Plan f/6 bases; liaised w/15 units/3 DELs--key'd OUSD/FM Budget Execution TmOTY awd 
- Unparalleled leader! Awd'd ALS Commandant, 2x Wg SLECP-O nom, Wg Jr Enl Sijan...Definitely select f/OTS now! 
 
 



SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Use single-spaced, bullet format) (Continued)

NOMINATION FOR AWARD 
RANK/NAME OF NOMINEE (First, Middle Initial, Last)

AF FORM 1206, 20170802 FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (When filled in)PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE

ACRONYMS:  Place acronyms on page 2. 
AEG - Air Expeditionary Group 
FM - Financial Management 
HG - Honor Guard 
ITE - Information Technology Equipment 
MFH - Military Funeral Honors 
OL - Operating Locations



My Desire to Serve as a Commissioned Officer 
TSgt Christopher J. Williams  

We are at a pivotal time in our nation's history – we are facing peer competitors that not 
only want to see us fail, but also, for the first time in my lifetime they have the means to ensure 
it. My experience as an enlisted leader has taught me how to recognize, interpret and relay vital 
information efficiently and effectively. I can recognize and solve complex problems that others 
cannot with little direction. I have the tactical and strategic prowess to affect and implement 
positive change to develop teams into force multipliers. I believe that the battle is not in the 
trenches anymore, it is a strategic technological chess match that will be fought and won in air, 
space and cyberspace. In a decade or so, we will reflect upon these critical moments and this 
enterprise will not look the same. My goal is to expand my sphere of influence so that when I do 
look back, I will know that I’ve done everything I could to safeguard the United States’ position 
as the greatest country on earth.  

I have experienced effective leadership that stimulates creativity and growth, and 
ineffective leaders that stifle it. I have witnessed the positive and negative influence that 
commissioned officers can have on a group and I will use these experiences to promote a healthy 
team-oriented climate. I have a proven track record of leading and developing high-performing 
teams. This is best illustrated in two very specific scenarios as an enlisted leader: the first, upon 
my arrival to Schriever SFB, where my flight was ranked nearly dead last in the Air Force in 
essentially all gradable metrics. With the trust of my leadership and cooperation of my fellow 
NCOs, we turned individuals into a team, developed and implemented standardized processes 
and held people accountable. This fostered an environment of free thinking and self-worth that 
culminated in our recognition as the 2020 Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial 
Management and Comptroller, Financial Services Office of the Year. Second, the next team I led 
was tasked with aiding the standup of the United States Space Force (USSF) and merging the 
21st and 50th Comptroller Squadrons into a single unit. We accomplished this while providing 
uninterrupted support to 18,400 joint personnel, two Combatant Commands, two USSF Field 
Commands, 8 space deltas and 111 mission partners. Our efforts resulted in our flight’s selection 
as the 2021 Under Secretary of Defense’s Budget Formulation and Execution Team of the Year. 
As a testament to my leadership capabilities, I was recognized as the first Space Base Delta 1 
Junior Enlisted Lance P. Sijan Leadership Award winner. 

I have the tenacity and courage to make tough decisions in a decentralized command 
structure. I have exemplified these abilities throughout my career, specifically while conducting 
several outside-the-wire missions executed in hostile areas of East Africa. I thrive outside of my 
comfort zone. The Department of the Air Force needs officers who possess these skills, can be 
placed in any situation and develop solutions that rally the team to complete the mission. 

I am eager for the opportunity to showcase the lessons I have learned on a larger scale. 
For this reason, I have deliberately chosen three AFSC’s where I know I can be impactful to a 
large number of Airmen immediately upon commissioning. I am equipped to mentor and grow 
the next generation of leaders that our national security will depend on after I am gone. We need 
decisive, experienced and persistent officers now more than ever, and I bring that to the fight. I 
am humbled and grateful to the commanders, supervisors, and mentors who have groomed me to 
serve in a higher capacity, I am ready to lead as a commissioned officer in the United States Air 
Force. 
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